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Print management software PaperCutTM takes 
full advantage of ComColor's capabilities.

• Simple screen based operation via a web browser
• Cross-platform Compatibility with Windows®, Macintosh, Linux®, Novell®, Unix®

• Compatible with various manufacturers' printers
• Management function of printer usage history record, cost, summaries of department and each user
• Restriction functions by color output, cost management, cost limiting setting, etc.
• Automatic creation function of visual diagrams, user-friendly tables, etc.
• Web printing function that enables you to print from your BYOD without printer drivers
• Billing print (prepaid system) and prepaid card publication functions
• Balance notification function to each user
• Function of exporting data to a CSV file that can be edited and utilized by Microsoft® EXCEL® and Access®.
• External link function with Microsoft® SQL server®, PostgreSQL server, etc.

Main Features of PaperCut

PaperCut Software International Pty Ltd was established in 
Melbourne, Australia in 1998, and the first version of printing 
summary software was commercialized in 2004. PaperCut 
was developed for managing usage conditions of printers. 
Now, PaperCut is introduced to 50,000 educational facilities 

and companies in more than 100 countries worldwide, from 
world-recognized universities including the University of 
Oxford, the University of Cambridge, UCLA, etc. to local 
elementary and junior high schools.

The globally-recognized PaperCut
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Print cost



In an environment where multiple printers are connected, if a 
printer not in accordance with the specified printing policies is 
selected, the printing will be blocked automatically.

PaperCut reduces your printing cost by making the most of ComColor in different environments

Reducing misprinting: Before printing, the screen is displayed 
confirming detailed job information such as document titles, 
number  o f  pr in t ing sheets ,  
printing costs, etc. Check the 
information to reduce unnecessary 
printing caused by careless 
mistakes.
In  addi t ion  you can create  
printer rules to delete specific 
job types e.g. duplicate, high 
volume/cost. 

Printing can be managed with detailed settings according to your environment

PaperCutTM - your ideal partner
PaperCutTM helps your school reduce print costs with ComColor, a high-speed and low-cost printer.

Setting the appropriate printing policies, administrators can 
reduce overall costs for printing.
PaperCut takes full advantage of ComColor’s abilities.

Printing can be managed more efficiently utilising a combination of various conditions.
PaperCut blocks printing jobs from the printers that are not in accordance with the printing policies specified with each job.
Using the right printer for each type of print job allows you to reduce cost.

MFP Black and white printers

■Routes large printing jobs to ComColor
■Routes small printing jobs to other black and white printers
■Blocks color printing jobs
Blocks printing jobs from the printers which are not in 
accordance with the specified printing policies.

New

Summary management function to easily view 
various information

Use any web browser to access over 50 copy and print usage 
reports for user, shared accounts or printer devices.
Reports can be fully customised using various filters and data, 
and viewed in a PDF, HTML or Excel (CSV) format. Alternatively 
automatically scheduled reports are emailed or saved to 
file/server.

The summary information can 

be viewed easily in a graphic 

form or diagram.

Managing by user groups: The printing cost  can be set 
according to printing sizes and the number of mono/colour 
sheets printed etc. The maximum printing points that one can 
use within a month can be also set. And managing according to 
every each group is available.

Excess printing

1000Pt.

2500Pt.

Students

Teachers

Various settings can be made to suit your needs: 

the maximum printing points in a month can be set 

1000 for students and 2500 for teachers, for 

example.

Excess
printing

Managing by extensions: You can specify the printer whether to 
print or not depending on file extensions (xxx.doc, xxx.html, etc.).

.html.html

.doc.doc

Specify “.html” for a restriction condition as the printing 

policy to prohibit web page printing from students.

Managing by number of printing sheets: You can limit multiple page 
printing depending on number of printing sheets in the document.

Corresponding to copy mode: ComColor accounts for the 
charge to each user who is logged on for copying. And the 
remaining printable balance can be confirmed on the touch panel.

The balance notification can be displayed 
on the touch panel to check the remaining 
printable balance.

Printing

Copying

Notifying users’ printing status: By displaying pop-up screens 
on PC or sending e-mails, the remaining printing credits and 
usage conditions will be notified. In addition, various detailed 
information including the number of print jobs and number of 
printing sheets can be also checked.

Secure protection with authentication printing: The ComColor 
authentication function protects your highly-confidential printouts 
from being exposed to others; the document will not be printed until 
you log on to the ComColor by entering the correct password or by 
using the IC card (optional) to unlock the printing restriction.

Ease your workload of charging management

If you set “100” for the maximum number of sheets to be 

printed as the printing policy, the printer prevents students 

from exceeding the quota.

100 pages

30 pages

You can protect your sensitive printouts from 
third party exposure because the document 
is held in the printer until you select which 
jobs to print in front of the printer.

Logging on from the touch panel

Select your job to print

Logging on with the IC cardLogging on with the IC card

IC

Clicking the pop-up screens 
starts a browser and opens the 
detailed information screen.


